When removing tubing,

**DO NOT ATTEMPT TO REMOVE REGULATOR FROM CYLINDER WHILE UNDER PRESSURE!**

The regulator grip-nut will be difficult to turn while under pressure, and doing so will destroy the regulator inlet O-ring. Bleed-off pressure by closing the main cylinder valve and then disconnect the outlet tubing from the regulator.

---

**TUBING CONNECTION**

**INSERTING**

Push in the tubing

**REMOVING**

1. Push in the connector collar
2. Pull the tube straight back while holding the collar in

**To INSERT TUBING:** push the tubing into the connector until resistance is felt, then push a little further, about 1/8 inch [3 mm]. Gently tug on the tubing to make sure it is captured.

**To REMOVE TUBING:** push the tubing in slightly, then push in the connector collar while pulling gently on the tubing.

When removing tubing, **DO NOT pull on the tubing without pushing in the collar**, as this will likely damage the connector.

**Note:** Alternate outlet fitting provided.
- Replace installed fitting as preferred.
- Maintain cleanliness for oxygen service.
- Torque to 20 in-lbs.
- No Teflon tape required.